Gemma Hicks
Email: gemmahicks101@gmail.com
Phone: 07972185949

B

eing an International Fashion Buying Management student has given me
the specialist skills for fashion buying, however, due to the broadness of
the course, I have learnt a large range of elements to help me become successful in any section within the fashion industry, including photoshoots, styling, marketing, business management and journalism.

Sustainability is a personal interest of mine and has encouraged me to extensively research all aspects of it. My dissertation and final major project are an
accumulation of that knowledge, the commercial, fast fashion aspect of fashion sustainability as well as the scientific inventions, curating an exhibition at
the Eden Project.
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On my placement at Mother of Pearl, I was able to experience how a successful luxury brand can be environmentally friendly, profitable and desirable. I excelled in this company and it allowed me to apply my knowledge to
industry scenarios.

FINAL MAJOR PROJECT

My five years of high-end/luxury retail experience has given me the ability
to experience fashion in a variety of retail environments. I am an enthusiastic, dedicated, ambitious and hardworking graduate with the ultimate aim
to make fashion a more compassionate and inspiring industry. I thrive under
pressure and am extremely organised when it comes to deadlines, projects
and exceeding expectations.
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ADVANCED FASHION PRACTISE
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SECOND-YEAR PROJECT
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MOTHER OF PEARL

MOTHER OF PEARL
PRODUCTION & DEVELOPMENT INTERNSHIP
AUGUST 2019 – MARCH 2020
• Identifying and taking stock of a range of sustainable fabrics (viscose, bamboo silk, organic cotton, lyocell, rayon) and
trims, ensuring quantities are kept up to date
• Implemented a stock list in excel to keep track on the items in
the stock room
• Created an in-depth fabric file with swatches and details
• Created tech packs to be sent to suppliers, including fabric
swatches and fastenings
• Fabric cutting and faulty repairs
• Quality checking and ensuring all stock matches the specified
measurements
• Learnt to navigate London Underground effectively whilst
running errands
• Put in charge of the stock room and maintaining organisation
• Confident using Zedonk software, stock tracking with Excel
and DHL deliveries

CV
SKILLS & INTERESTS:
•
Confident using all Microsoft office programs as well as InDesign, Photoshop, Sketch
Up, Zedonk, One Note, WGSN, website design
•
Basic Spanish, German and Latin (want to
learn more though)
•
Ride and Road Safety qualified
•
Bronze Duke of Edenborough
•
Intermediate horse rider (dressage, show
jumping and cross country)
•
Passionate about sustainability and the environment

English Language, Media Studies, Textiles & Business Studies
(B, B, E, B)
Little Heath Sixth Form
CONTACT:
Telephone: 07972185949
Email: gemmahicks101@gmail.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/gemma-hicks-b00581173

EXPERIENCE:

EDUCATION:
Predicted BA (Hons) Fashion Buying and International Management degree
University of Huddersfield

HUGO BOSS
SALES ASSISTANT
DECEMBER 2019 – AUGUST 2020
• Sales driven and commission-based role in a competitive
team
• Despite only working 20 hours a week, I was the third best
salesperson out of a team of ten (including four full time
workers) making over £80,000 during my time at Boss
• Learnt to tailor garments and spot when something fits properly and have knowledge on suiting and tailoring
• Learnt menswear sizing including slim/regular fit and shirt
sizing
• In depth visual merchandising training
• In depth sales training and customer service training
• Acquired my own loyal clients
MULBERRY
SALES ASSISTANT
JUNE 2019 – DECEMBER 2019
• Luxury accessories and leather goods
• Top salesperson in team of four, specialising in customer service and relations
• Trained in visual merchandising with accessories
• Organisation and high standards of cleanliness was a key
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element of working here
• Had to memorise the names, prices and background story of
every bag to provide that luxury level experience.
• Cashed up and completed deliveries as well as looking after
the entire concession by myself
TED BAKER
SALES ASSISTANT
OCTOBER 2018 – JUNE 2019
• Head of visual merchandising in store
• Top salesperson with loyal customers
• Intense customer service training
• Maintained high standards of tidying
• In charge of deliveries and stock room
• Worked in a large team within a department store
HALL PLACE EQUESTRIAN CENTRE & CENTELL SADDLERY
STABLE HAND & SHOP ASSISTANT
ON GOING (whenever I need a job)
• Taught children to ride
• Looked after a yard of up to 40 horses, including turning out,
catching, feeding, mucking out, maintenance and cleanliness,
tacking up etc.
• Supervised a group of workers
• Dealt with clients and boarders
• Worked in the saddlery, booking in clients, sorting payments
from liveries, organising shows, keeping stock, locking up and
cashing up by myself, fitting hats and boots, offering advice
• Worked in hot sun, snow, mud, rain with a variety of well-behaved and challenging horses- very good character building!

A BIT ABOUT ME:

N

ature loving and spiritual, I am determined to leave
the world a better place and I intend to implement
that mindset throughout my life, including my career. I
love spending my spare time with my horse and practising
yoga, which has helped me become a patient, calm and
quick-thinking person.! I am a natural leader and hardworking team member and relish when given responsibilities and opportunities to learn, improve and excel.

PHASE EIGHT
SALES ASSISTANT
NOVEMBER 2014 – SEPTEMBER 2016
• Taught to dress mannequins and received visual merchandising training
• Received customer service training
• Cleaned, tidied and organised store and stockroom
• Dealt with banking, posting and DHL deliveries
• Effective outfit building and loyal customer relations
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Final Major Project

A
INTRODUCTION:

T

his project allowed me to use all the tools that I have been taught throughout
my degree and the freedom to explore one of the aspects of fashion that interests me the most, sustainability!

fter researching and selecting the creations that I wanted to exhibit, I
also wanted to include displays that inform visitors to the exhibition
about the impact the fashion industry has on the environment, I had to figure out how to display them. I first experimented with Sketch Up and then
Artsteps, but neither provided the effect I wanted. So, I turned to a game
on my laptop, Sims 4! The results were amazing, and I managed to create
the exhibition that I had visualised. To add extra detail, I Photo-Shopped
the exhibits into the images, creating the visuals for my guidebook.
The guidebook is a way to provide visitors additional information for each exhibit and also has a catalogue at the back, displaying the Fashion Biome Collection, the range of merchandise.

I wanted to explore the more scientific and technology side of sustainable fashion
by focussing on the inventions and creations currently being created to offer planet
friendly alternatives for virgin materials. The most effective way for me to do that
was to put together an exhibition, showcasing the incredible array of mind-blowing creations and their inventors, who work tirelessly to find the answers for the
future of the fashion industry. This exhibition provides a glimpse into a possible
future for fashion, by putting the planet first and looking to nature for solutions.
When it comes to helping the planet through means of education and funding, a key
organisation immediately springs to mind- The Eden Project. As a loyal member,
I wanted to incorporate this Cornish (and national) landmark in to my project and
decided to base the exhibition here and named it The Fashion Biome Exhibition.
I also had a look at the merchandise available in the gift shop and realised that if
I were to put on an exhibition about sustainable fashion that the clothing sold in
the gift shop should be as sustainable as possible. The current collection also had
no branding and consisted of basic t-shirts, hoodies and socks. Inspired by the capsule collection at the Victoria & Albert museum in collaboration with Mulberry,
I decided that the range sold at The Eden Project gift shop will be in collaboration with Cornish clothing brand, SEASALT. In order to provide a unique, desirable element to the range I selected some Cornish artists whose paintings are
of the county’s landscape and coast to be digitally printed on to the collection.
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I

I

nspired by Cornish artists and in collaboration with SEASALT, I
created the Fashion Biome Collection to provide visitors to The
Eden Project a stylish and unique range of clothing made using
Soil Associated organic cotton, Tide Cycle® ocean plastic polyester
and bamboo viscose. The branding will provide promotion for The
Eden Project as well as The Fashion Biome Exhibition. The CADs
were downloaded from WGSN and then I used Photoshop to include the paintings in to the garments. The lining has a hexagon
print, that I have called the Eden Print due to the hexagon shapes
in the domes that cover the rainforest and Mediterranean biomes.

n addition to the exhibition and the range, I created a simple
promotion plan including a launch event to plan out how advertising, PR and launching the exhibition will happen. I also
created a layout of how I want the range to be merchandised
in the gift shop, inspired by an artist’s cottage to create a concept for the range and to provide an experience for the customers. I want the whole project to celebrate the beauty of Cornwall
and to promote sustainable fashion as well as provide branding
for The Eden Project. I thoroughly enjoyed creating this project
and learning more about science’s answers to fashions problems.
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Dissertation
M

y dissertation allowed me to explore the commercial side of sustainable fashion, for example
how business structures can adapt to decrease carbon
emissions and impact on the environment. By focusing
on fast fashion, I have learnt more about greenwashing and how the most polluting companies plan to
tackle this issue. I have provided a copy of the conclusion of my dissertation due to it being more in-depth
about the topics I have researched as well as my overall understanding of fast fashion and sustainability.

n conclusion, this dissertation has exposed the true intentions of the fast fashion
waste’ strategy to using textile waste as a valuable resource that can be re-used recompanies that claim to be aiming for sustainability and have displayed the differ- peatedly, ensuring it never ends up in landfills. This prevents the creation of millions
ence between reporting and executing sustainable practices.
of brand-new garments, decreasing the destructive strain on resources and rapidly
decreases the quantity of carbon emissions released by the fashion industry.
The annual reports of Arcadia, Boohoo, Inditex and the sustainable report of
H&M, offer visions that the companies want to portray to stakeholders using the
Throughout history, fashion has been a tool for self-expression, for revolutions, for
goals, commitments and dedication to sustainability to satisfy the growing global
changes, for protests and celebrations. However, now is the time for fashion itself to
consumer demand for environmentally friendly practices and clothing. Small print
make a historical change. With the new wave of technological and scientific profestext keeps the companies above water in case of misconduct and allows them to
sionals inventing a range of sustainable textiles and manufacturing techniques, fashportray their green ethos whether or not they actually commit to it in reality.
ion could become a tool that helps the planet to recover, rather than damaging it.
Experimenting with mushrooms, seaweed, algae (that photosynthesises when worn),
A company’s ‘eco collection’ is where those goals and efforts documented in the re- bamboo, hemp, pineapple waste, E-Textile (uses body heat to produce electricity),
ports are executed. There is a considerable difference between reporting and setting apple leather, and garments made from plastic waste found in the oceans are some
goals and actually putting those goals and promises in to practise, a factor that some of the many breakthrough textile creations that can transform the industry into a
fast fashion companies evidentially struggle with. The consequence of this impacts
sustainable pioneer (Pijak, 2020). It may be possible for the fashion industry to work
the whole planet, an extremely serious and ever-growing issue that faces all species
for nature, rather than exploiting it. The most impressive and needed change will be
and is the result of human activity, with the fashion industry being responsible as
that of the fast fashion sector. By working together, sharing ideas, inventions and by
one of the most polluting industries in the world.
reconstructing the mindset of the industry, then sustainability may be achieved within fast fashion, and consequently, the rest of the fashion industry. The responsibility
Green washing is a serious issue, one that should come with a penalty considering
for this change is that of both the consumers and the organisations associated with
the consequences of misleading environmentally conscious consumers to making
fast fashion, with sustainability being the main goal, rather than trends or profit.
unsustainable purchases and should be held to the same level as selling a vegetarian
meat in a restaurant, an embarrassing disgrace. As shown in Chapter Two, the evidence of greenwashing is clearly displayed on the company’s websites with little or
no effort to conceal it due to the lack of policies and penalties regarding this issue.
There are currently petitions in place urging the government to implement penalties
against greenwashing. For example, when evidence showed the negative impact of
smoking on individuals the government implemented an honesty policy where the
consequences of smoking had to be displayed on the packaging of the cigarettes
sold. Some organisations, like ClientEarth, are trying to convince the UK government to apply that form of transparency for fashion products.

BECOMING SUSTAINABLE:
THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OF
FAST FASHION

Fortunately, there is a solution that has been repeatedly discussed throughout the literature and research within the dissertation, a circular business structure, otherwise
known as, ‘closing the loop’. This industry changing concept has the potential to
reduce the demand for raw, virgin materials, reduce the number of emissions, chemicals and grey water released into the environment and stops clothing and textiles
from taking up the limited space in landfills. It has the power to completely revolutionise the fashion industry, changing it from the traditional, linear, ‘take-make7
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Advanced Fashion Practise
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T

his project was given a brief to help me
explore diversity in fashion, and so I decided to focus on plus size fashion. I created a company that helps connect plus size
women to high quality and ethically made
brands that specialise in sizes 14+. I created a website designed to cater completely to
plus size women, in addition to connecting
them to brands, it is a platform to inspire,
motivate and create a community of support
with the ultimate aim to increase confidence!
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Second-Year Project

F

or this project from second year, I explored
a British based company, Hebtroco, to learn
more about the benefits and struggles of having
a local supply chain, rather than offshoring. It
was a lovely experience learning about this West
Yorkshire based brand that champions using textile factories that have survived since the industrial revolution and how this business structure
contributes to local communities and benefits the
planet in terms of reducing carbon emissions.
In order to gain as much information about the
brand, I interviewed one of the founders and
allowed him to open up about the company in
staggering detail and allowed me to build an accurate and informative report of the company.
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Mother of Pearl
M

y placement at Mother of Pearl was a fantastic experience and
gave me the opportunity to apply everything I had learnt during my degree to real life scenarios. The role was product based which
meant I was responsible for anything to do with the clothing, from
deliveries and contacting suppliers to quality checking and ensuring
stock met the tech pack specifics. I also created a fabric file complete
with swatches and details to help people find the correct fabrics faster
as well as a stock list that was updated daily to help inform my supervisor on what trims, fabrics and labels were in the stock room along
with their current quantities. My main role was to count up trims and
fabrics, package them and send them off to the manufacturers in Europe however, I helped out other departments too, including fabric
cutting, repairing faulty stock, organising the warehouse and running
errands for photoshoots and supplies. Over time I was given more
responsibility and felt like a key member in the Mother of Pearl team
due to my knowledge of the stock room. My supervisor sometimes
had to visit the factories, leaving me in charge of the whole production department as well as locking up and organising the stock room.
I worked with spread sheets and trackers, Zedonk software and illustrator as well as spec sheets and sizing grids. Overall, I really enjoyed
my time at Mother of Pearl with the lovely team (and dogs!) and it
was amazing to see how a sustainable, luxury fashion brand worked,
and I certainly learnt a lot thanks to them and my amazing supervisor.
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Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to read my portfolio. If you wish
to receive more information or references, feel free to contact me:
•
•
•
•

Phone: 07972185949
Email: gemmahicks101@gmail.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/gemma-hicks-b00581173
Website:

